
Adapt	your	management	

style	in	any	situation

The	‘’Situational Leadership’’	Theory	was developed by	Paul	Hersey,	professor
and	author of	the	book	Situational Leader,	and	Ken	Blanchard,	author of	The	One	
Minute	Manager
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The	3	pillars

Goal	Setting		
Aligning	on	what	needs	to	be	done1

Diagnosing	
Collaboratively	assessing	an	

individual’s	competence	and	

commitment	on	a	specific	goal	or	task
2

Matching
Using	a	variety	of	leadership	styles,	

comfortably,	to	provide	individuals	

with	what	they	need
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Diagnosing	Development	Level

Development level  is a combination of 2 factors

Competence
The individual demonstrated task-

specific and transferable knowledge 
and skills on a goal or task

Commitment
The individual’s motivation and 

confidence on a goal or task

This development level will 
vary from task to task and 

role to role. 
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The	4	development	Level

D1
Low 

competence

High 
commitment

D2
Low to some 
competence

Low 
commitment

D3
Moderate to high 

competence

Variable 
commitment

D4
High

competence

High 
commitment

DEVELOPINGDEVELOPED

Enthusiastic 
Beginner

Disillusioned
Learner

Capable, but 
Cautious 

Contributor

Self-reliant
Achiever

#There is no one best style

There is no one best leadership style that maximises productivity,
satisfaction and growth in all situations. Research in the last two decades
has clearly supported the view that successful leaders are able to adapt
their style to fill the requirements of the situation.

While the situational approach to leadership does make great sense, it is
not very helpful to operational managers, who have to make leadership
decisions every day. If "it all depends on the situation", they would like to
know when to use what style.

The key factor that a leader should take into account is the Development
Level of the team member. This development level will vary from task to
task and role to role.

Matching leadership style to development level

In determining which style to use with what development level, just
remember that leaders need to provide their people with what they
cannot do for themselves at the present and change when they can.

Matching leadership style to development level

Increasing performance Potential

Situational leadership as described so far, is helpful for a manager trying to
determine what leadership style to use with a team in a particular situation
or task.

Leaders should not only diagnose the development level but also take
responsibility to increase this development level. This is done through
ongoing training and development. Stretch your team appropriately and
delegate all you can, providing coaching where you cannot.

real people     real performance    real imagination

Adapting leadership styles

D1 : "Enthusiastic Beginner"
D2 : "Disillusioned Learner"
D3 : "Unconfident Contributor"
D4 : "Peak Performer"
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Directive
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ready-to-go learning
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4	Development	Level

Low competence
High commitment

Low to some 
competence- Low 

commitment

Moderate to high 
competence

Variable commitment

High competence
High commitment

D1

Enthusiastic 
Beginner

Competence
§ New to the goal or task
§ Inexperienced
§ Don’t know what they 

don’t know

Commitment
§ Eager to learn; curious; 

willing to take direction
§ Enthusiastic, excited
§ Confident about 

transferable skills and 
confident learning won’t 
be difficult

D2

Disillusioned
Learner

Competence
§ Has some knowledge and 

skills; learning; not 
competent yet

§ Doesn’t know how to 
move forward

§ Inconsistent performance 
and progress

Commitment
§ Discouraged and 

frustated; may be ready 
to quit

§ Overwhelmed; 
demotivated

§ Confused and concerned; 
afraid of making mistakes

Capable 
but Cautious Contributor

Competence
§ Demonstrated 

competence; experienced
§ Make productive 

contributions
§ Generally skilful and 

adept

Commitment
§ Sometimes hesitant, 

unsure, tentative
§ Not always confident; 

self-critical
§ May be bored or apathetic

D3D4

Self-reliant 
Achiever

Competence
§ Accomplished
§ Consistently competent
§ Recognized by others as 

an expert

Commitment
§ Self-reliant; autonomous
§ Justifiably confident; self-

assured
§ Inspired; inspires others
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Matching	leadership	styles

Two	basic	types	of	behaviors

Directive behaviors
(‘Push’)

telling and showing people 
what to do, when to do it, 
how to do it and providing 

frequent feedback on 
results

Supportive 
behaviors

(‘Pull’)

listening, facilitating self-
reliant problem solving, 

encouraging praising and 
involving others in decision 

making
15



Matching	leadership	style
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DIRECTIVE BEHAVIORS
LOW

HIGH

HIGH

S1

S2S3

S4

High directive 
and 
Low Supportive 
Behavior

High directive 
and 

High Supportive 
Behavior

High supportive
and 
Low Directive
Behavior

Low Directive
and 

Low Supportive 
Behavior
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Matching	Management	style

Intention
Help others build competence
How
1. Acknowledge transferable skills 

and/or commitment
2. Provide specific direction about 

what, how and when (show and 
tell how)

3. Closely track the individual’s 
performance in order to provide 
frequent feedback on results

DIRECTINGS1

COACHINGS2

Intention
Re-energize and reteach
How
1. Explore concerns and encourage
2. Explain why
3. Redirect and reteach
4. Involve in problem solving

Intention
Build confidence in competence
How
1. Ask D3 for input about what 

and how
2. Listen and encourage
3. Facilitate problem solving by 

asking open-ended questions

SUPPORTING S3

DELEGATING S4

Intention
Value contribution
How
1. Acknowledge expertise
2. Support autonomy : the 

individual makes most 
decisions about what, how and 
when

3. Invite innovation and ongoing 
learning
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Situational	leadership	- summary
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